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Strasbourg, France – December 4th, 2018 – Anagenesis Biotechnologies (“Anagenesis”), a
private biotechnology company producing stem-cell derived lineages to develop drugs
treating muscle and metabolic diseases, announces a €3 million investment by the Boehringer
Ingelheim Venture Fund (“BIVF”) and current shareholder Cap Innov’Est (“CIE”), a french
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Multipotent Cells (P2MCs) technology to develop and conduct high-throughput screening

campaigns and identify future drug candidates for muscle diseases and type 2 diabetes acting
on its unique muscle satellite cells and brown adipocytes, respectively.
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Ulf Nehrbass, CEO of Ksilink, declares: “The outcome of this collaboration is a perfect proof
of concept for Ksilink. It outlines that mastering the complexity of human iPSC-based models
and their further use for phenotypic screening is laying the cornerstone for innovative drug
discovery of tomorrow. It represents also the success of one of our mission given by Bpifrance
and the Commissariat Général à l’Investissement: Providing an environment favouring the
productivity of SME in cooperation with Pharma industry to contribute to the productivity and
employment in the Biotech and Health industry. Mission accomplished and we wish every
success to Anagenesis!”
Jean-Yves Bonnefoy, CEO of Anagenesis , says: “The collaboration with Ksilink allowed us to
focus our resources on value-creating activities, thus reaching a first value inflection point on
time: a validated human cellular assay ready for high throughput screening. We are very proud
and happy that our achievements drew the attention of well-respected funds, which will allow
us to grow and develop our R&D programs.”
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universally fatal, and death usually occurs before the age of 30.
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standing support of CIE. This investment will allow the company to reach its next value
creation milestone with the lead identification for the devastating disease DMD and also to
prepare for next generation drug candidates based on our unique proprietary platform.”

Ksilink is a private, franco-german translational institute for phenotypic drug discovery and
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the benefit of society. It operates as a nexus of French and German scientific academic research
excellence and innovation needs for therapy development in biotech companies and
pharmaceutical industry and functions as an enabling broker coordinating the connection of key
endpoints and bringing together ideas from different perspectives. Ksilink constitutes a
bifunctional gate creating opportunities for both, knowledge provider from academic excellence
and innovation users from biotech, pharmaceutical industry and health care providers. For
therapy developers, it represents an enabling portal to facilitate the access to innovative
concepts and approaches in order to address unmet medical needs.
For more information please contact Ulf Nehrbass : ulf.nehrbass@ksilink.com and Jean-Yves
Bonnefoy : jybonnefoy@anagenesis-biotech.com
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